
Item 1 - Report Syd. 

Biggest change is Laura’s negative on ballot on alternate flsash point on SJ.  Considered persuasive.  
Wrong version submitted.  Correct version now undergoing work by Jessica and Laura.  Not going out 
with an attachment, but rather as in the attachment.  Sid did this for each section that is undergoing 
change.  2 tests were added and tables were added.  A footnote allowing either/or of these tests.  Ballot 
likely to go out next week. 

Item 2 

Laura’s proposed edits (from yesterday’s email) next up for balloting. 

 

Yesterday’s proposed edits (inclusion of API user language).  Several Categories and Classifications 
missing from current D4485, so this is largely a cut-n-paste (with section renumbering). 

At 10:37, Laura called for objections.  None were voiced by attendees (Joe F and Mesfin B absent).  Upon 
advice from Frank, Laura called for a motion to accept proposed language into 4485.  Motion made Hap, 
second Beth.  No opposed, no waives. 

 

Need to renumber footnotes in CI-4 table.  Footnote “A” needs to point to Annex A3 (to refer to CI-4).  
Laura asks for agreement.  Kevin makes motion to make change.  Second Beth and Hap in unison.  Voice 
vote.  No opposed, no waives. 

 

CK-4 table refers to “IN” rather than “1N”.  Suggestion Kevin to look at other single-cylinder tests are OK, 
Laura had validated these so this is the only instance.  Considered by Kevin to be editorial, but Laura asks 
Frank for guidance.  Frank feels this is editorial and can move ahead. 

Add all of 1509 Section Q4 to D4485 by “Table X4” for SM.  Already do this for GF-5/SN so want to 
emulate.  Kevin points out that GF-4 is obsolete.  Laura wants to avoid a document checking loop 
between 1509 and 4485, paralleling already do for SN.  This would keep all parameters and limits 
together.  Motion from Kevin to proceed.  Second Beth.  No discussion.  No opposed.  No waives. 

Action Frank to draw up an information letter to capture these edits, as well as those from previous 
conference call. 

Action Kevin/Luc to make their own edits ahead of next call, scheduled for 7:15am PDT on May 16th. 

Call ended 10:52am EDT. 


